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engine pulls adequately, and the continuously variable transmission provides unobtrusive
progress, but the engine is raucous. At 34 mpg overall, fuel economy is excellent. Handling is
responsive, and the Forte is willing to tackle corners. But the suspension transmits every bump
to the passengers. The interior is drab and spartan, and the seats in the midtrim LXS are
uncomfortable. But the automatic climate control is an unexpected feature, and the infotainment
system is simple and easy to use. A sportier GT model with a turbocharged engine is also
available. Road Test. Predicted Reliability. Predicted Owner Satisfaction. The Kia Forte brings
simple controls and impressive fuel economy, it suffers from an overly stiff ride; passengers
feel every bump. And, the car is very loud to boot. The engine pulls adequately and the
continuously variable transmission provides unobtrusive progress, but the engine is raucous.
Handling is responsive, thanks to the Forte's willingness to tackle corners. The drab interior is
Spartan but it's nice to have automatic climate control. The seats are rather uncomfortable in
the midtrim LXS. The infotainment system is simple and easy to use and is compatible with
Apple CarPlay. It is commendable that forward collision warning, automatic emergency braking,
lane departure warning, and lane keeping assist are standard. Considerably more refined than
previous Kia compact sedans, this iteration of the Forte feels mature and solid, thanks to a quiet
cabin and one of the most comfortable rides in its class. The spacious and nicely finished
interior also wins praise, while braking performance is excellent too. Overall, the Forte is now
one of the top-rated cars in the category. The best value is an LX model with the Popular
package, which adds upgraded interior trim, inch alloy wheels, remote keyless entry, and cruise
control. Fuel economy improvements were instituted for models, while changes for included an
optional rearview camera for the LX trim line, along with standard keyless entry and heated
mirrors. The compact Forte replaced the mediocre Spectra for It's quicker, with a hp 2. The
Forte also offers a host of impressive features such as Bluetooth and standard electronic
stability control. Its IIHS crash-test performance was good too. The car was available as a coupe
or a hatchback, and offered an optional 2. While a big improvement, it still ranks below the class
leaders. Downsides include a stiff ride, noisy engine and a mediocre driving position. Show
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are a great idea for anyone who actually wants the car to handle well, not great but well at
speeds. RRM offers another vast amount of suspension parts but they get pricey and should be
avoided unless you are making a track car. It does get rid of some body roll, again great for the
street purpose drivers. Chances are you should just lead the exhaust alone or go piece at a
time. However, most importantly, if you want real performance none of this will help without a
tune. Seoulful racing does tune the Kia Forte, you have to make an appointment with their shop.
Not sure the price, I"ll let you know as soon as I get it done. They are KDM nuts, so I would trust
them. Chances are your automatic transmission will like it for 2 months before it bites the bullet
under boost abusive drivers only. If you go turbo, please please get the engine internals as
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Collaziano Heavy lies the crown Staff member. Race-inspired visual upgrades and added
premium amenities are just some of the elements that come as part of the GT sport trims,
though an available turbocharged engine and sportier suspension setup take the Forte's
performance and fun-to-drive athleticism to the next level. The Forte is already one of our top
sellers, and we believe adding more diversity to the model line will appeal to a broader range of
consumers. Characterized by cosmetic upgrades only, the "GT Line" trim spices up the Forte's
presentation with a racier looking gloss black grille offset by red accents. The gloss black
treatment is also applied to heated outside mirrors with LED turn signals, sport side sills, and
on the rear spoiler perched atop the decklid. To match the exterior, the interior of the Forte "GT
Line" is upgraded with alloy sport pedals and a flat bottom steering wheel with white contrast
stitching. Exclusive black sport cloth seats continue the theme with the same color stitching,
while front seats gain performance side bolsters to keep occupants firmly ensconced through
the corners. Moving up the ladder, the GT trim is outfitted more aggressively with sport tuned
dual exhaust and inch alloy wheels that pop thanks to a GT-exclusive two-tone finish. Output is
an estimated HP and lb-ft. A fully independent front and rear suspension, paired with larger
front disc brakes and sway bars, deliver better handling and cornering, improved ride quality,
and enhanced stability and steering. The GT-Line is looking good! But I'd like to see a little more
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you want to get involved, click one of these buttons! Did you get a good deal? Be sure to come
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